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1.An engineer receives a security alert that traffic with a known TOR exit node has occurred on the 
network. 
What is the impact of this traffic? 
A. ransomware communicating after infection 
B. users downloading copyrighted content 
C. data exfiltration 
D. user circumvention of the firewall 
Answer: D 
 
2.An analyst is investigating a host in the network that appears to be communicating to a command and 
control server on the Internet. After collecting this packet capture, the analyst cannot determine the 
technique and payload used for the communication. 

 
Which obfuscation technique is the attacker using? 
A. Base64 encoding 
B. TLS encryption 
C. SHA-256 hashing 
D. ROT13 encryption 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
ROT13 is considered weak encryption and is not used with TLS (HTTPS:443). Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ROT13 
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3.Which technology on a host is used to isolate a running application from other applications? 
A. sandbox 
B. application allow list 
C. application block list 
D. host-based firewall 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Reference: 
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/sandbox#:~:text=Sandboxes%20can%20be%20used%20
to,be%20run%20inside%20a%20sandbox 
 
4.DRAG DROP 
Drag and drop the type of evidence from the left onto the description of that evidence on the right. 

 
Answer: 

 
Explanation: 
Graphical user interface, application 
Description automatically generated 
 
5.How does an attack surface differ from an attack vector? 
A. An attack vector recognizes the potential outcomes of an attack, and the attack surface is choosing a 
method of an attack. 
B. An attack surface identifies vulnerable parts for an attack, and an attack vector specifies which attacks 
are feasible to those parts. 
C. An attack surface mitigates external vulnerabilities, and an attack vector identifies mitigation 
techniques and possible workarounds. 
D. An attack vector matches components that can be exploited, and an attack surface classifies the 
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potential path for exploitation 
Answer: B 
 
 


